PANEL SUPPORT FOR SUBPANELS

SECTION VIEW: INSIDE L.H. WALL OF WORKSTATION ENCLOSURE

SCE-PSK24
SCE-PSK32

ITEM # | PART NAME                        | QTY.  |
-------|-----------------------------------|-------|
  1    | 3/8-16 FLANGE NUT                 |  4    |
  2    | 3/8-16 CHANNEL NUTS               |  8    |
  3    | PANEL SUPPORTS                    |  4    |
  4    | 3/8-16 X 1 HEX HEAD SCREW         |  8    |
  5    | SCE-FSPS4 - PANEL SUPPORTS        | NOT INCLUDED |
  6    | SCE-60P24WS SUBPLATE              | NOT INCLUDED |

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Install (4) channel nuts (item 2) into channels provided on the right and left side of enclosure.
2. Attach the panel supports (item 3) to the channels as shown, using screws (item 4) to secure the panel supports to the enclosure.
3. Adjust the panel supports to the desired height and tighten screws securely.
4. Install optional subplate (item 6) and individual panel supports (item 5) as shown.